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The Workflow of Cocos

- Code Centric Workflow
- Editor Centric Workflow
- Custom Workflow
Code Centric Workflow

Game Arts
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Editor Centric Workflow

Game Arts
- Create Sprite Atlas
- Create Skeleton Animation
- Create Game UI Scene
- Create 2D & 3D Game Scene

WYSIWYG

Game Data
- Create Game Level
- Publish to iOS, Android, and Desktop platforms

Game
What for Tizen?
Custom Workflow

- Code Centric
- Editor Centric
- Tizen Game
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The latest development progress of Cocos

Tools
Cocos

Services
Cocos Store and
AnySDK

Traffic
Cocos Play
**Tools**

- **Framework**
  - Open source game engine

- **Cocos Studio**
  - Game scene editor

- **Code IDE**
  - Coding and Debugging tool

- **Cocos Store**
  - Asset store

- **Cocos Simulator**
  - Game simulator

**Cocos 2.3.2**

All in One
Cocos Store
Asset Store

The data in July

- Turnover: 211,590
- Downloads: 2,192,510
- Assets amount: 15,146
Third Party Services

- xg.qq.com
- umeng
- Testin
- mo9
- DataEye
- BANGCLE
- jiagu.360.cn
- domob.cn
- gotye.com.cn
- MoDian.com
- iFYTEK
- TestBird
- amazon web services™
- UCloud
Traffic
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Tizen Support of Cocos

- Cocos2D-X 2.2.6
- Cocos2D-X 3.5
Cocos Ecosystem

A Indie Game Developer From South Korean

Cocos2D-X 2.2.6
Tizen Ecosystem

Cocos

Samsung

Cocos2D-X 3.5 for Tizen
Show Time
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Cocos is Born for Mobile Games

Cross Platform

High Performance

Ad-hoc Update

Good Compatibility
Tons of Games
Go Fishing on Tizen Platform
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